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Abstract 
1j 
ltA-1 

''How and wf?y have online sales outpeiformed traditional retail sales at New Look in the UK?"ln the last few 

years e-comm�;�9 has become especially popular in the clothing industry. At New Look, in the UK, 
___ _ .  � 

e-commerce sales of clothes have grown rapidly while the traditional retail sa�es of clothes have 

declined. The question then arises, how have e-commerce performed marginally better than 
--

traditional forms of retail and why have e-commerce been performing so well of recent years? To 

focus further on this question the researcher decided to look at a popular clothing store throughout 

the UK, New Look and compar:;;s!�{s two fo�ms of retail. An extensive part of the

research was gathered\thro�h ap 111�� co,t;rducted with New Look's Head of E-commerce, 
J( 1 \..  / 

Sally Heath as well as surveys· and simsM·st:ak'.en from the New Look Insight team. The conclusion 

reached by the researcher was online sales had soared percentage wise in recent years and had 

become a greater part of the market mix as well profit growth while the traditional retail sales had 

declined in both. Essentially, primarily being due to one major stakeholder in the business, the 

consumers. The research shows that the convenience of the consumers favors e-commerce rather 

than traditional retail and for that reason has been outperformed in the past five years. 

/�, 
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Introduction 

',, 

In the past few years the idea of selling goods via the Internet, �-commerce
?,,
)ias become a growing

--·· ·-·��-· · ··"�� .,...-," 

�Q�tion. For some markets it has now become the main form of retail such as travel agencies and 
--

bookshops and perhaps in the �ture the clothing industry1
. The interesting thing to see is by 

much the sale and profitability ha}\-commerce improved compared to traditional retail, specific 
\ 

at Ne� Look UK and w�y. The exac\\ame products are being offered yet traditional retail me ods 

of selling the� htt �ec
l

ed. '-) 'S::;_ ___-)) ii\ q • B \&l\i - ! '� r---r-7;1---- --' ll {) """\ � .;/I �111 r1 � (("I' 1-
For the is reason the researcher chose the following question: 

How and why have online sales outperformed �adif?�al retail sales at New Lo?k in the UK?

1,. s·�,� �, h ,� : 
The researcher pre�cts that the increase of the i�t on the rn.axketing mix for e-commerce in the 

l 
'� 

clothing industry a
l 

New Look is due to convenience, price, and�romotion. These three factors 

favor e-commerce r!tpe! than traditional forms of retail. \ 
_) /Apck\ J

I "" I ,/fl 

Procedure
� , . With statistics and surveys on online sales versus traditional retail sales along with and interview 

conducted with Head of E-commerce, Sally Heath a conclusion will be drawn as to how and why 

traditional retail sales over the past five years have been outperformed. First a SWOT analysis of 
I 

New Look's current E-commerce will be performed to give a general idea and undedtanding of its 

role and potential in the business. Then each form of retail will be analyzed to sef how one has 
� I 

performed better than the other and why convenience, price, and promotion favor ef commerce. 

"Why Traditional Books Will Eventually Die." Michael Hyatt. N.p., n.d. Web. 06 Sept. 2014. 
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Information on Research Gathered 

Since
• 

opened in Taunton, 1969 it now has the following2:
1,160 stores worldwide (and an online store serving over 120 countries)

• 20,ooo;� 1

• Nearly 3.0 million Facebook fans
• Over 170 thousand Twitter followers .

Mission Statement: to help our customers look and feel great.
Location-
All information including statistics, interviews, an? turveys will be gathered in the UK. The reason

- --

the UK has been picked is because that is New Look's main market and is where the researcher
currently lives and stu4j-es and therefore research could v

V�Se' � . 
i The Product-

be obtained. Ihy;yvwf's -

The focus will be on all the clothes, accessories, or any other item New Look sells. New Look has a
record of the amount of items sold for each shop, market, and form of retail.

Market-
The research and analysis will focus on New Looks market in the UK. From this the conclusion will
show why the online market has vastly improved while traditional retail market has not.

Consumers3-
New Look's market mix in the UK is made up of 95% women's clothes because of this the main
consumers are women. Within the 95% there are different clothing sections called Inspire,
Generation, and Maternity. Inspire is designed for overweight women, Generation is for kids and
teenagers, and Maternity is meant for pregnant women. This means New Look has a variety of
consumers and do not only target one type of woman but many. The clothes are designed for
women of all ages while the average shoppers age is 32. The other 5% accounts for the men's
section, which targets men of all age ranges up until about 60.

2 "Who Are We?" New Look. N.p., 22 Dec. 2013. Web. 03 Sept. 2014.

3 "Reports and Publications." Reports and Publications. New Look Retail Group Limited, 19 Dec. 2014. Web. 26
Dec. 2014. 
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SWOT of E-commerce 
4 

- New Oracle ATG Digital Platform Gack - Low average order value (average basket

Smith, Group Digital Director). This makes size lower compared to competition)

the New Look website more appealing and - Not a unisex website (targeted mostly at

easier to follow. women, not as much promotion for men) 

- Wide and deep range of clothing items - Limited marketing budget. Lack of

(Wide: Many different types of clothing advertisement and promotion, especially for

items, Deep: Variety of same clothing item) menswear.

- Low level of returns (exchanging the

clothes)

- New Look is an online fashion destination

due to its popularity (more than 4 million

visitors a week)

- Efficient and effective distribution

- More options and more categories ( eg.

Perfume, make up, leather handbags)

- Be able to search by specific size and

category. This works now although not all

possible clothing items shows up

- Competitors with much bigger marketing

budgets

- Shift in consumer mindset as to how they

would like to place orders (through social

media)

- Fashion market places selling more than one

brand. 3PE (3rd Party E-commerce)

websites selling more than one brand may

take attenJiUQ away from New Look.
. 

" 

All the information far the SWOT anafysis was gathered from an interview faotn�ted below , 
I 

\ \1/ 
.. ,·· ···· --...) 

4 "Interview with New Look's Head of E-commerce, Sally Heath." Personal interview. 03 Oct. 2014.
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How? 
5 

Mar-10 Mar-11 Mar-12 Mar-13 Mar-14 

Group Revenue- £m 1.463,6 1.461,2 1.447,5 1.484,0 1.528,8 

E Comm Sales - £m 37,0 52,3 62,7 91,4 149,8 

Store Sales - £m 1.426,6 1.408,9 1.384,8 1.392,6 1.379,0 

Group Margin 56,7% 53,9% 50,9% 52,9% 52,7% 

UK Retail Margin 56,6% 53,2% 52,0% 58, 1% 59, 1% 

E Comm margin 42,4% 37,9% 32,7% 56,3% 55,4% 

Group Underlying Operating 162,7 98,0 62,7 115,5 128,5 
Profit;. £m 

E Comm Underlying 6,3 8,1 5,9 14,5 35,2 
Operating Profit - £m 

UK Retail Underlying 148,4 84,l 60,5 92,8 94,3 
Operating Profit - £m 

Sales mix - Stores 97,5% 96,4% 95,7% 93,8% 90,2% 

Sales mix - E Comm 2,5% 3,6% 4,3% 6,2% 9,8% 

Underlying Operating Profit 91,2% 85,9% 96,5% 80,3% 73,4% 
mix - Stores - £m 

Underlying Operating Profit 3,9% 8,3% 9,4% 12,6% 27,4% 
mix - E Comm - £m 

When looking at the table above provided by the New Look Insight team there are several ways in 

which e-commerce sales have outperformed traditional retail sales. 

E-commerce sales vs. traditional retail sales (store sales)

When looking at the table provided above it becomes clear that e-commerce ha�old nearly as 

much as �onal retail methods from March 2010 to March 2014. However, when looking at the 

growth of each, e-commerce has by far consistently outperformed traditional retail sales every year 

dating back to March 2010. We can see that for e-commerce from March 2010 to March 2011 sales 

increased by 15,3 million, from March 2011 to March 2012 sales increased 10,4 million, from March 

5 New Look Insight Team. Marketing Mix Sales Analysis. Mar. 2014. Raw data. England, London.
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2012 to March 2013 sales increased by 28,7 million, and from March 2013 to March 2014 sales

increased by 58,4 million. However, when looking at the store sales they have decreased every year

except for March 2013 where there was a slight increase by 7,8 million. These numbers show that

New Look's e-commerce sales are more impressive than the store sales because despite the base of

the sales growing year on year the e-commerce business is stilling growing in absolute terms but

more impressively in percentage as well. The e-commerce branch has outperformed the previous

years percentage growth every year except for March 2011 to March 2012. This is extremely

difficult and shows the success of e-commerce because as the base number of sales increases, in

order for the percentage growth to beat the year before it has produ� a gre8f ,amo�nyof mcye
9f �1-f< � ·11��1 �, 

Sales Cannibalization I 1 1 

When looking at the figures in the table it can be argued that perhaps the great performance of e

commerce has caused sales cannibalization within the company. Cannibalization within a business

refers to a situation where one aspect of a company may 'eat' up an amount of the sales from

another aspect of the company.6 Therefore, although there has been an increase in e-commerce

sales the group revenue still declined from March 2010 to March 2012 due to the decline in store

sales. However, in March 2014 there was the highest group revenue in the past five years (1.528,8

million) although there was a decline in store sales to the year before by 13,6 million. This was due

to the great performance of the e-commerce sales of March 2014, 149,8 million making up for the

decline in store sales providing an overall improved group revenue. Meaning that although that

there might have been cannibalization within the company it did not negatively impact the overall

sales, group revenue of New Look in 2014. Essentially, when looking at e-commerce sa� and store

sales it becomes clear that over the past five years store sales have be�-2-�.!E�rft:ld not only

because e-commerce have 'eaten' up some of store sales but because they have spl1 m
{
naged to

provide an increase in group revenue at the same time. ""'
� \..! 6 

Gross Margin �,J }{ 
! ,)ti,t! ' When looking at the gross margin we can see that for both the e-commerce sales and store sales it

has fluctuated quite a bit. Basically, to find gross margin of each form of retail we subtract total

sales revenue of either one and minus its cost of goods sold and then dividing by the total sales

revenue, expressing it as a percentage. What gross margin shows is the percent of total sales

revenue that a business keeps after subtracting direct costs there are from producing the goods

sold.7 Although the gross margins for each may have changed drastically over the past five years we

6 "Market Cannibalization I Investopedia." Investopedia. N.p.,n.d. Web. 02 Sept. 2014. 

7 "Gross Margin I Investopedia." Investopedia. N.p., n.d. Web.,02 Sept. 2014. 
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can see that the March 2013 e-commerce gross margin, 56,3% was extremely close to that of the 

store gross margin 58,1 %. In March 2014 the gross margin for e-commerce declined slightly to 

55,4% while the store gross margin ros,: _  to 52:lZo and Sally Heath, Head of E-commerce at New

Look had an explanation for it when �rviewe<l' She stated, "The biggest reason the gross margin 

of e-commerce has declined this year (Marc 014) is because we have spent a lot of money on the 

promotion of clothes online in order to improve our sales in the long�rm." Later going on to talk 

about, "This year (March 2014) store gross margin has outperformed us (e-commerce gross 
------

margin) but when we look at the past five years there has been greater growth and improvement in 

our's ( e-commerce gross margin) than the store's." Talking about the;_�uture she also said, "Looking 

at our intended goal for next year (March 2015) we (e-commerce) 'intend to have a higher gross 

margin than the store's, and that would be a first." Having listened to what Sally Heath had to say it 

tells us that looking at the past five years the e-commerce gross margin is generally growing quicker 

and has a plan to further improve by having a bette: fross margin than th� store's alre dy by next
-<;--/\ C

y 
j1"fl 6P 5 year. v /ti . 

0 

Profitability ef e-commerce vs. traditional retail methods (store)

When looking at the profitability of the two forms of retail we can conclude that at this time e

commerce is a more profitable business than any form of traditional retail and has been over the 

past five years. We can see this when pointing out that in March 2014 e-commerce was 9,8% of the 

sales mix but 27,4% of the underlying operating profit mix. We can see this is the highest 

percentage taken up of the underlying operating profit mix by e-commerce in the past five years. It 

has also grown drastically in percentage annually since March 2010 while traditional retail methods 

have decreased by percentage. This shows that over the years more of the sales from e-commerce 

are turned in to profit than store sales. This is because e-commerce has fewer expenses than 

traditional retail methods. Traditional retail methods have expenses such as paying staff, capital 

expenditure, real estate, electricity bills, and many more. While e-commerce still need to pay staff, a 

lot less workforce is required making it a cheaper expense. Essentially, not only have e-commerce 

outperformed traditional retail methods by being a more profitable form of retail since March 

2010, but also because e-commerce have become a greater percentage of the underlying operating 

profit mix every year while traditional methods have not. 
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Why? 

Why has the popularity of shopping 

retailer New Look? After retrie� 

become such an important channel at the clothing 

lead by the New Look Insight team, conducting an 

interview with the Head of E-com�erce, Sally Heath, and doing extensive and t
x

rough research 
-�

of my own the answer can be broken down in to three simple categories. Conve · ence, Price, and 

Promotion. These are three significant aspects that appeal to the New Look cf7sumers and are

involved in the decision to shop online rather than in store. / 
v' 

Convenience 

Location: 

A tremendous issue for consumers at New Look leading to the decision for them to shop online is 

the location of stores. Although New Look currently has 570 stores just in the UK there is not a 
--) store that can reach everyone and even if there was the consumf:r very often would not have the 

time to be able to go to a store and look for what they like. 8 By shopping online the consumer saves

a lot of time because this can be done in any location. As long he/ she has a phone, tablet, laptop, 

or any other digital device that allows them to access the Internet they shop whenever or wherever. 

This means that in their lunch break at work they can shop or if they are sitting at home ready to go 

bed they can shop because it does not take more than a few minutes. Looking at a multiple choice

survey conducted by the New Look Insight Team below with a base of 25,000 participants it can 

seen that 48% of participants out of said, "Saves time to shop online rather than go to a 

This proves that people are really busy and simply do not have the time to visit the store and see if 

there is something may or may not want. For that reason, shopping online appeals to the

convenience of the consumer because they can do it at anytime, anywhere and it does not take long, 

whereas going to a store is time-consuming and cannot be done anywhere. 

. Tlllle: 

As well as the locations of the stores the openin�';i�d closing times affects the consumer's decision 

to shop online. 19% of participants that took part i£\the survey said, "I was unable to get to a 

store" as a reason for shopping online. Most people have busy working and social lives and can find 

it hard to find time to visit a store that is open when they are available. The New Look online store 

is always open on the other hand and can be accessed at any time of the day. This means that if a 

woman needs a dress for a party she is attending she can order it online when she has time at home 

or at work with a maximum of a 4-day wait rather than not being able to because Monday-Friday 

8 "Who Are We?" New Look. N.p., 22 Dec. 2013. Web. 03 Sept. 2014.
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the customer has plans.9 When ordering online the location in which the product is delivered also

suits the customer much better. The product can be delivered to the nearest store, nearest train

station to them, to their workplace, and to their home making it more convenient.

Range:

As stated earlier New Look has 570 stores throughout the UK.10 However, with that being said not

every store is identical. That means that some stores are going to have items that others do not. For

example New Look on Oxford Street has every range there is including Men's, Inspire (clothing for

overweight women), Maternity (clothing for pregnant women), Generation (clothing for young

girls), Tall (taller women), and Petite (shorter women) but New Look in Stratford does not have any

of the ranges listed only the standards for each store.11 This means men, overweight women,

pregnant women, teenage girls, tall women, and short women are all unable to shop at New Look

unless they decide to take a drive to a New Look store that provides them with their sizes or shop

online. Earlier though, we stated the main reason people shop online is because they do not have

the time to drive to a store, hence the obvious option would be to shop online. By shopping online

the range is much greater than any traditional retail store there is because it offers all sizes there are

and all clothing items. Looking at the survey again as to why people decide to shop online rather

than in store the second, third, and fourth greatest reason at 29%, 26%, and 20% are, "The item

wanted wasn't sold in store", "Greater range/more choice", and "My siz wasn't available in store."

This proves the point that by going online shoppers are able to see ev�y there is

rather than be ,limited to what there is in their nearest New Look store. 
J �tr\ 

Search Methods:

Customers are more often than not looking to save as much time as possible when shopping. When

looking around in a store customers do not get to see all the clothes because there is simply too

many items and some of the clothes may be out of sight behind rails.12 There may also be one of

the same clothing items in different sections making the right size hard to find. When shopping

online there is a very specific search bar. In this search bar it includes clothing item, size, pattern,

and price range meaning if the customer is looking for a specific item they have seen or want a

( ···-······,, 
.

'·�-��th New Look's Head of E-commerce, Sally Heath." Personal interview. 03 Oct. 2014.
IO "Who Are We?" New Look. N.p., 22 Dec. 2013. Web. 03 Sept. 2014.
/�- -·�� "'� 
11 "Interv� with New Look's Head of E-commerce, Sally Heath." Personal interview. 03 Oct. 2014 .

.. , {· ---·- · ··-··- . ' ' °'b/ 
12"� �tli'�� Look's Head of E-commerce, Sally Heath." Personal interview. 03 Oct. 2014.
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specific style then it is easy to find rather than looking around in a store.13 This search bar is not 

completely reliable, not because the clothes that show up are not the right size or pattern of what 

described but because not all clothing items matching this description may show up. 

Another great aspect that adds to the convenience and satisfaction of the customers online rather 

than in store is the price range option. When shopping in store a customer may have found 

something they really like, however it is not within their price range and therefore may upset him/ 

her. When shopping online if the customer knows they have a budget or price limit then they can 

insert that number and only view items within that price range. This makes sure that the customer is 

not wasting their time looking at items they are interested in but are unable to afford. 

14 

Q:Why did you choose to purchase from the New Look website rather than visit a store? Multiple choice. 

Saves time to shop online rather than go to a store 
The item I wanted wasn't sold in the store 

Greater range/more choice 
My size wasn't available in-store 

I was unable to get to a store 
Sales/special offers 

Online offer 
Live too far from a store/in a different country 

Impulse purchase 
The prices are better 

item I bought was a web exclusive product- only available online 
Clicked through from an email 

l/lllliil!ll!llil!lllalll!!lllllllllilll\lliiii!IIRalillll!IIRl!.29% 
-------•26% 
-----•20% 
-----•19% 
-----17% 
----14% 
�--11% 
•-•9% 
•-•8% 

5% 

5% 

� 1� 2� 39 

Source: Edigital post purchase surveys; March-August; base 25,000+ 

Prices 

Personalized Offers: 

When it comes to looking at the price between New Look's online store and New Look's traditional 

retail stores they are identical. One thing the online store offers that the traditional retail store does 

not is personalized promotions. This means that based on clothing items that a customer has 

purchased or viewed the computer database will be able to find their taste and give them offers that 

most likely interest them.15 When shopping in store these promotions and offers are not given to

the costumers because the employees do not know the customers personally, their taste, color, and 

style and for those reasons are not able to offer them promotions. Although the promotion may 

13 "New Look I Women's Clothing, Men's Clothing and Teen's Fashion." New Look. N.p., n.d. Web. 10 Sept. 2014.
14 New Look Insight Team. E-commerce Survey. Mar. 2014. Raw data. England, London.

//"""-�""".. "' 1( "lntervi�,with New Look's Head of E-commerce, Sally Heath." Personal interview. 03 Oct. 2014.
'"'� 
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still be there and the employee may offer the customer a promotion the customer might not be 

interested in that specific one and for that reason misses out on one they are interested in. 

Free Returns: 

When it comes to returns both in store and online returns are free.16 This has lead to a very

common trend in women who shop at New Look. Women who need to attend events often time 

don't have time to go to a shop so they do what is most convenient as stated earlier, go online. The 

women then shop for a few different outfits and when the items get delivered to their home's they 

try them on and see which one fits best and looks best. Because most women do not have time to 

shop and try the clothing items on in store and see which ones they like they order many clothing 

items, try them on, and return the ones they don't like because returns are free. Again this is much 

less time consuming and helps women make a decision on what they like best and what fits best 

(source). Returns are free both in store and online meaning the only aspect causing them to pick 

one over the other is convenience, where online would be the better option. 

Promotion 

Social Media: 

Viral marketing, the use of social networking sites to increase brand awareness (book) has become a 

great method of promoting New Look's products. With over 3 million 'Likes' on the New Look 

Facebook17 page and 490 thousand followers on New Look's official Instagram18 account viral 

marketing has become New Look's primary method of marketing19 • Through Facebook and 

Instagram pictures, links, promotions, and news can be presented to the people who are interested. 

This means people can click on the links, pictures, and promotions, which will direct them to the 

online store or can read the news about certain clothing items. This means on Facebook there are 

over 3 million and Instagram 490 thousand more people aware of a promotion online and have 

easy access to it while the promotion is not available outside the Internet. 

_____ __....!'--- -- --,",,\, 16 "Returns." Help Cen�I New Lo�k. N.p., n.d. Web. 08 Nov. 2014.
,, J 17 "New Look." Facebook. N.�. Web. 16 Jan. 2015.

18 "New Look (@newlookfashion) • Instagram Photos and Videos." Instagram. N.p., n.d. Web. 16 Jan. 2015.
(�-----------, <;_9 "Interview�\ New Look's Head of E-commerce, Sally Heath." Personal interview. 03 Oct. 2014.

�,, _ __) 13 



Advertisement: 

Most of New Look's marketing today is done on.line and has links to the on.line store, on.line sales, 

on.line offers, or specific clothing items online.20 Other than on.line promotion New Look has 

posters in the city on buses and trains, however are yet to produce commercials. This means that 

almost all promotion leads to the on.line store, which is another major factor as to why the on.line 

store has grown in popularity. New Look has banners and pop-ups, which means New Look has 

deals with other on.line clothing stores or other websites in general to allow their promotions to be 

advertised.21 This means a customer can be shopping on the on.line shop for Scotch and Soda and a

pop-up will appear advertising a certain clothing item for New Look and this may interest the 

customer, subsequently causing him/her to click on it. New Look also uses pop-ups and banners in 

another way. If the customer has been on the New Look website before the database can see what 

the customer has looked at.22 As a consequence whenever there are new clothing items similar in 

stock or sale to similar items the customers have looked at pop-ups and banners will appear when 

they are surfing the web. 

,.,---- ------
'_,___ _ •,," 

 2���'.�teni:�� with Ne�ook's Head of E-commerce, Sally Heath." Personal interview. 03 Oct. 2014./ ---.. � _,,,,..1 

'-'<�ew Look's Herul ofE-,omm=e, Sally Roath." Poraonal mtem,w. 03 o,t. 2014.

--zf "Interview wit�w Look's Head of E-commerce, Sally Heath." Personal intervew. 03 Oct. 2014.

- -------- ) 14 __ ___.,/



Conclusion 
<
""

"'"--,,,.,,_"'"""�,,, 
Conclusively, the researcher""Predi� that reason the for e-commerce outperforming traditional 
retail methods for the past fiv;years at New Look is because of an increase to the impact on the 
marketing mix due to convef ence, price, and promotion. After completing a SWOT analysis of E
commerce, conducting an i4terview with Head of E-commerce, Sally Heath, and retrieving data 
from the New Look Insigh

�

t\ Team the researcher does not only understand how e-commerce has 
outperformed traditional ret · �fiods but �so understands why, accepting the initial prediction
made. , � 

When looking at how e-cot11.merce has outperformed traditional retail methods it has in several 
aspects. For one, although e-commerce sales are not as high as store sales the percentage increase 
over the past five years has been much greater for e-commerce. This may have lead to sales 
cannibalization as e-commerce may have taken sale away from store sales, however the group 
revenue was still the highest in 2014 than it had been in the past five years due to well performing e
commerce. As well as that, the gross margin for e-commerce has improved far more than traditional 
retail methods and is also a much more profitable form of retail because of the fewer expenses 
there are to run the online business sector. 

When looking at why $-commerce hasf:�fformed traditi�nal retail methods it becomes clear that 
there has been an increase&fth;

"'
iinpact to �;;:'t<keting mix due to convenience, price, and 

promotion because each of these categories benefit the customers more. People are looking for 
convenience not only in terms of location but also regarding time, range, and the means of finding 
their clothes, which from the analysis strongly favors e-commerce. Most people are busy and for 
that reason do not have time to visit stores but visiting a website only takes a few seconds. When 
the convenience of e-commerce comes with the same price as traditional retail methods but with 
better personalized promotions to get the customer to buy more the option to shop online not only 
becomes better for the customer but also for the business. Regarding promotion's, because pop-ups 
and banners can follow possible customers throughout the time they are surfing the web this 
potential customer is more likely to visit the New Look website than taking the time out of their 
day to visit a New Look store. 

Essentially, traditional retail methods are by far still the most common form of retail at New Look 
but the past five years show that e-commerce at New Look is growing fast and traditional retail 
methods are are slowing declining. This means that in a decade or two from now e-commerce may 
be the main form of retail at New Look and would actually benefit the business more because it is a 
more profitable retail method. 
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